SUGGESTED BOILER ROOM PLAN FOR LOW PRESSURE STEAM BOILERS
CUSTOM FOR MODEL A550S

NOTES:
1. Dimensions given are suggested minimums. Check local jurisdiction for exceptions.
2. See appropriate Rite Boiler catalog for A, B & H dimension.
3. H Dimension may be waived if boiler lines up with doors as shown.
4. Minimum boiler room HEIGHT provides 6" clearance above Type B Vent Tee.
5. Leave 6" clearance between auxiliary equipment & walls to run piping.
6. Boiler shown as standard "right hand" gas train & control configuration. Left hand also available.
7. See additional space required for automatic stack dampers when provided.

* MINIMUM HEIGHT NOT INCLUDING HOUSEKEEPING PAD.
* ADD AN ADDITIONAL 23" FOR AUTOMATIC STACK DAMPER.